
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

Rating of Haulio 
8/10 

Haulier Feature: 

Azon Transport 

Partnering Haulio since 

Feb 2020 

Top 3 Things I Like about Haulio

Easy Retrieval of Records

It’s easy for me to retrieve 
details of completed jobs 

directly on the platform, instead 
of calling my drivers to verify. 

Trip Forms

The HCS’s inbuilt Trip Forms 
feature allows me to tally my 
drivers’ completed trips for 

easy monitoring. 

Simple & Easy to Use 

The Haulio platform is 
straightforward and 

easy to use. 

ABOUT AZON TRANSPORT

Established in 2019, Azon Transport provides container and 
project cargo trucking with their fleet of 4 trucks and drivers. 
 
Haulio is proud to support Azon Transport in their  haulage 
operations with our driver management tool – the Haulio 
Connectivity System (HCS). 
 
Together, We Cargo Faster 

“We went with Haulio’s HCS as it was the 
most value-for-money and easy to use.” 

 
- Ms. Alice Lee 

Founder 
Azon Transport Pte Ltd 

 



 
 

EXPERIENCE WITH HAULIO 

What do you do at Azon Transport? 

I started Azon Shipping, a freight forwarding company, with my partner Zachary Quah. Soon, we decided 
to set up a transportation arm, Azon Transport, to support our trucking needs.  

At Azon Transport, I oversee the day-to-day activities of my drivers as a controller, as well as manage sales 
and business development. Overall, I manage a fleet of about 4 drivers and trucks. 
 

How did you get to know Haulio’s HCS? 

There are two other available solutions in the market today – the MDT and eCTS. A fellow haulier 
introduced us to the MDT, however it was an analogue device and we wanted something more digital. 
Compared to eCTS, Haulio’s HCS did not require us to purchase separate devices for each of my drivers, or 
make a big down payment. We went with Haulio’s HCS in the end as it was the most value-for-money and 
easy to use. 
 

How has the HCS helped you? 

As a control, I can log into the cloud-based system to inform my drivers when issues arise. The industry is 
also complex very dependent on paper documentation. The HCS helps to simplify my operations through 
features like Trip Forms, where I can monitor my drivers and record their completed trips for easy tallying 
or information retrieval anytime.  

Will you continue using Haulio in the foreseeable future? 

Yes, we will. I have been recommending Haulio’s HCS to others, even my existing haulier friends. The 
support from the Haulio team is very prompt, and they are also continually upgrading their solutions to 
make it easier for us to use. We will definitely continue to support Haulio. 

At Haulio, we place our partners at the heart of what we do. 
Talk to us to find out more! Together, We Cargo Faster. 

Let’s talk. 

hello@haulio.io   |  +65 85082327 

Haulio’s HCS (driver management 
tool) allows me to monitor my 
drivers easily.

“
”‐ Mr Zachary Quah 

Azon Transport Pte Ltd 


